The Youth Services and Apprenticeship Program has relaxed deadlines to allow rolling admissions of the LIFT Program. Although the Summer Youth Work Experience deadline has not passed, we encourage students to apply as soon as possible to help expedite any possible program start dates available. See answers to frequently asked questions below.

1. What is the LIFT Program?

The LIFT Program is a paid internship program supported by VIDOL. Interns must presently be a college junior, senior or graduate student; they must have a minimum GPA of 2.80 on a 4.00 scale; and must be between the ages of 18 – 25, inclusive.

2. Where are applications located?

LIFT application available online at www.vidol.gov; select the LIFT 2020 Application under the Forms tab on the site. Completed application, transcript, and required essay should be email to liftvi@vidol.gov by March 20, 2020.

Applications and eligibility details can be found online at https://www.vidol.gov/forms/  Send applications to:

liftvi@vidol.gov